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Introduction
This case study explores how the service team set up and used analytics on the Carer’s
Allowance beta exemplar service. It includes best practice examples of implementation and
ways of working to help other services with their analytics data. The period it covers is
November 2013 to November 2014.

The Carer’s Allowance exemplar
Carer’s Allowance is a benefit for people looking after someone with substantial caring needs.
The new exemplar service replaced the previous online claim process which had low take-up
and did not meet the standards set out in the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) digital
strategy.
Users access the new service from a start page on GOV.UK, from where they go through an
eligibility section. Eligible users then answer questions through a series of different sections to
reach the end of the service.

[The Carer’s Allowance start page on GOV.UK]

Meeting the digital by default service standard
All new or redesigned transactional government services going live after April 2014 have to
meet the digital by default service standard. This is a set of criteria that digital teams building
government services have to meet. The criteria include using analytics tools to collect
performance data and as a minimum to report on a defined set of key performance indicators
(KPIs).
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The GDS performance platform
GDS is putting all the government's performance data in one place, so it's easy to see
headline facts about services quickly. Each service gets a dashboard that displays data on
areas such as its running costs, live number of users, digital take-up and user satisfaction. The
Carer’s Allowance service also has a dashboard showing high-level data on its performance.

[Part of the Carer’s Allowance dashboard on the performance platform]

As well as this dashboard, the service team wanted further insights into user behaviour. A
significant amount of time was spent by the team to capture more detailed data than was
provided by the performance platform dashboard.

Analytics solution
Google Analytics Premium (the ‘Classic’ version) was used on the service. However, the same
principles and techniques can be applied to any other commonly available analytics platform a
department chooses to use.

1. Starting out
Based in Preston, the Carer’s Allowance service team works in agile fortnightly sprints and is
made up of a multi-disciplinary group of people. These include developers, user researchers
and a performance analyst.

Determining analytics needs
It is extremely important to consider what data points are required right at the start of the
planning process and to incorporate them into the sprint planning. By doing this, the service
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team were able to continually focus on user behaviour during new iterations of the service and
had all the correct tagging in place.

[The sprint discussion board]

Ability to map every stage of a user journey
The Carer’s Allowance service is made up of different sections, each containing a number of
pages. Google Analytics, like many other analytics providers, uses page URLs to track traffic
to web pages. By creating individual and intuitive URLs across the service, the team could see
where users dropped out of the online application. The number of views each service page
received was shown in the analytics reports.

[Example of how service pages appear in analytics reports]
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2. Configuring the analytics
There’s a common misconception that just adding some basic analytics tags to pages on a
website will automatically give detailed data on user behaviour. A basic implementation will
provide some useful data but dedicating some time and thought to extra tagging can enable
more powerful insights. On the Carer’s Allowance service the team committed resources in
sprint planning to instrument additional tagging and reporting.

Creating filters
To ensure the analytics data was as accurate as possible, the service team created several
filters in Google Analytics to remove as much ‘noise’ as possible from the results, eg:




excluding visits made by the team (by filtering out our IP addresses)
excluding visits from back-end systems such as Preview
including only visits made on the domain’s hostname

[Filter settings to only include visits from the service hostname]

Building views
A series of views (or profiles) were configured to measure different aspects of the service. For
example, a view was created which only showed visits that got past the eligibility stage of the
service. This was important as it showed more accurately the distribution of the time users
were taking to complete the service once they had actually started it.
One view without any filters was kept to fall back on in case data was inadvertently lost by
incorrectly applying or removing filters. Sandbox views were also set up for testing filters prior
to being applied to our main reporting view.
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Mapping the user journeys
One of the first things the service team also did was to sketch a series of diagrams to visualise
the common user journeys to help determine what was important to measure. Only measures,
conversions and KPIs crucial in quickly telling us how the service was working were adopted in
addition to the KPIs required for the performance platform. In this way we were able to
consistently align our analytics with the objectives of the service.

[Sketch of the main user journey]

Setting up goals
Once the important things to measure were determined the service team set up a series of
goals in Google Analytics. A goal is a configuration which allows the measurement of a
specific action, such as the percentage of users reaching a particular page (also known as a
goal conversion).
For example, one of the goal conversions configured was the percentage of visits that went
beyond the eligibility stage. In addition, the service team wanted to see on which specific
pages in the eligibility section users were abandoning their journey. To do this, the first page
after the eligibility section was set as the goal URL and a funnel was built to show each
eligibility page in the linear journey. Here’s the goal details:
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[Goal funnel configuration]
This enabled the creation of funnel reporting in the analytics reports from which the service
team could see the conversion rate and where users were leaving:

[Conversion funnel report]
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On some goal configurations a monetary value was assigned to make reporting more
insightful. For example, it was calculated that a successful online completion generates an £8
saving over a paper claim. By including this in the goal configuration the team were able to
directly show potential savings in reports:

[Monetary goal values in our reports]

3. Checking the data
Every time new analytics were configured, the service team put in place measures to confirm
that the data was coming through correctly so we had confidence in the reporting.

Real-time reporting
Real-time reports provided a quick check that high-level data was coming through as
expected. Sometimes it took a couple of hours for new Views and filters to populate with data
but usually before the end of the day the we knew if configurations were correct. If no data was
showing after a few hours we would investigate the problem.

[Real-time report on the Carer’s Allowance service]
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Validating the analytics
Granular analytics collection was validated by implementing a technique normally used for
tracking campaign links. It allowed the team to navigate through the service, note down the
specific journeys and then check after a while that the corresponding analytics were accurate.
This was done by associating unique query parameters to the landing page URL for each test
visit. Browsing through the service is unaffected but the parameters permits Google Analytics
to segment data by particular visits.
This tool was used to set up parameters: http://gaconfig.com/google-analytics-url-builder/. It’s
normally used for marketing purposes but can be adopted for this purpose. Only the source,
medium and name fields were necessary. We used source to show the test visit number,
medium for the date the test was done and ‘CA_testing’ as the generic name for the testing.
Here’s an example that was used:

[Example of a parametered URL generated for testing purposes]
The URL was then pasted into an incognito browser window (so no previous cookies were
retained). The real-time report confirmed that the data was being collected:

[Real-time report confirming the session is being distinctively captured]
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After waiting a few hours the data appeared in the main reporting interface in the campaigns
report:

[The test session as it appeared in the campaigns report]
This technique allowed the service team to cross check that data in the reports recorded
accurately how we had browsed during testing.
Further work was done with developers to debug our analytics set-up and to check that extra
tagging (e.g. events) were firing properly.

Reconciling with back-end databases
One of the other checks the team did was to periodically cross reference what our analytics
was telling us with what was being shown in back-end systems. The most important was the
number of service completions that were being made. Below is one of the reports comparing
the two:

[Comparison of analytics data and back-end database]
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The numbers matched quite closely which gave the team further confidence in the analytics
data. It was more important to concentrate on trends, than to worry about minor discrepancies
such as those shown in the right-hand column. We were expecting the analytics figures to be
slightly less due to the fact that some people do not have JavaScript enabled and some users
install apps to prevent their usage data being collected.

4. Starting the reporting
Once we were satisfied with the integrity of our analytics data the service team started putting
in more effort into reporting.

Simplifying the analysis through visit personas
The team monitored how far users progressed with the service and then used this data to
establish 4 visit personas. Applying a persona to each type of visit was an effective way to
‘humanise’ the data and quickly understand how the service was working over time. These
were the 4 personas used by the team:
Curious

Visits that went to the start page on GOV.UK but did not click through to the
service

Nonstarters

Visits that went to the service but did not get past the eligibility stage

Abandoners

Visits that started the service but dropped out part way

Successfuls

Visits that started the actual service and reached the end page

Here are the personas superimposed onto the user flow:

[Personas applied to the user journey]
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Using the Google Analytics API to automate data reporting
The team wanted to make our reporting as effortless as possible and so made use of
automated reporting via the Google Analytics application programming interface (API). Using a
spreadsheet add-on we were able to make queries through the API to directly populate graphs
created in Google Sheets and to have these update automatically. Although the spreadsheet
add-on is specifically for Google Analytics there are third party sites which can provide similar
functionality for other analytics platforms.

What the data showed
In the week the service was made available in Beta it received a high number of visits due to
the associated publicity. A large number of visits only looked at the start page on GOV.UK and
did not click through to the service itself. Visit numbers gradually tailed off.

[Weekly personas trend by numbers]
Breaking the persona numbers down by percentage gave a better picture of the trend:

[Weekly personas trend by percentages]
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The team could see that over the next few weeks the percentage of curious visits declined
while the percentage of successfuls began to increase. This showed that the service was
heading in the right direction.

5. Moving into analysis
Initially, the service team had focussed on reporting rather than analysis. Reporting is
organising data to monitor service performance, analysis is further probing to yield insights.
Once the service had been running for a few weeks we moved into analysis sprints where we
sought to explore the data to extract more meaningful insights.

Assessing where users were dropping out
The goal funnels that had been configured were an obvious place to start as we could
immediately discover where in the process users were tending to leave.

Funnel steps showing where users were dropping off
The above example relates to the ‘About you’ section which is the first section users see past
the eligibility stage. It’s clear to see that there is a large proportion of visits that are leaving at
this point. This data allowed the team to focus on analysing the reasons why users could be
dropping off with a view to reducing the rate.

Grouping sections
As the Carer’s Allowance service contained a uniform URL folder structure the team set up an
additional view which aggregated all the pages within a section so they appear as a single row
in our analytics reports. For example, we grouped all the pages in the education section using
the following custom filter:
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[Example of custom filter to aggregate URLs within a section]
One of the advantages of having this is that it made it easier to analyse the behaviour flow
reports to get a snapshot of how users were navigating through the service.

[Behaviour flow by grouped sections]
In addition, the service team constructed a real-time dashboard which showed which section
of the service users were currently browsing. This was set up on a TV screen in the office and
allowed us to observe how busy the service was at any point in the day.
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[Real-time by section dashboard in office]

Ad-hoc reports
Based on sprint requirements we created a number of different ad-hoc reports and analysis to
better understand how the service was being used. This was fed back to the team so we could
continuously improve the performance of the service.
Some service users were entering details that showed they weren’t eligible for Carer’s
Allowance but still continued to complete the service. Such claims cost £14.81 for the DWP to
process. The service team used analytics to calculate the number of these claims (shown
below), and then made it their target to prevent as many as possible.

[Analysis of claims]
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Other examples of ad-hoc reporting and analysis included:





breaking down visitor behaviour by device make and model
looking at instances of overseas submissions and the countries they came from (high
levels of instances from one country could identify possible fraud as the service is only
for residents of the UK)
comparing user behaviour between visits from England, Scotland and Wales

Analysing the digital landscape
Most of the analysis the team did was around how users were navigating through the service.
However, we were also interested in the search traffic share GOV.UK was receiving for terms
related to Carer’s Allowance and who the competing websites were.
We used Experian Hitwise to gather this information and to monitor the trends over time. For
example, the first screenshot below shows the top sites which acquired traffic through the term
‘carer’ just prior to the Carer’s Allowance service going into public beta. It showed that
GOV.UK was trailing behind Carers UK in the market share:

[Site share for the term ‘carer’ prior to the launch of the service]
After a few weeks in public beta GOV.UK rose to the number one spot with more than 20% of
the traffic share for the term ‘carer’.

[Site share for the term ‘carer’ after the launch of the service]
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This showed that the service was benefitting from the high ranking GOV.UK holds in search
engines and was getting more exposure.

Presenting to the team
The service team hosted fortnightly ‘show and tell’ meetings which was a great opportunity to
share insights with team members and wider stakeholders. It was also a chance to exchange
ideas for further analysis and discuss blockers.

[Presenting to the Carer’s Allowance team in Preston]

Examples of changes
Analysis of the Carer’s Allowance service was done in conjunction with a user researcher so
we could bring quantitative and qualitative data together to better understand user behaviour.
Ben Holliday, the user researcher in the team has written about how research and data have
been used to improve the service. The blog post outlines the approach used and includes 6
examples which show how this works.
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6. Enhancing the analytics
There were several other things the service team did to strengthen and complement our
analytics set-up and reporting.

Increasing the timeout
By default, the Carer’s Allowance service times out if there has been no activity for 60 minutes.
By contrast, the Google Analytics default timeout for a session is 30 minutes. This meant that
if a user was inactive for more than 30 minutes on the service but resumed before 60 minutes
then the service would allow them to continue from where they left off. However, Google
Analytics would terminate the session and a new session would start with the landing page
being the point from where the user resumed.
This caused some inaccurate reporting so the team increased the Google Analytics session
timeout to 60 minutes to bring it in line with the service timeout. This was done by inserting a
line of extra code in the Google Analytics snippet (note that this can now be done in the Admin
section if you are using Universal Analytics).

Event tracking
Most analytics platforms do not capture interaction events (such as clicks on a download
button) ‘out of the box’. However, through some extra coding these behaviours can be tracked
to provide a better picture of the user experience.
For example, Google Analytics by default, does not provide data on clicks made on external
links on a page. But by instrumenting additional ‘event’ tracking the team were able to break
down all clicks made on external links for any page in the service.
The page below is the first page users see on the Carer’s Allowance service. There are
several links on the page that takes the user to a page outside the service (including to a
GOV.UK page).

Examples of links on the Carer’s Allowance service
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Google Analytics has 2 mandatory fields for event tracking, category and action. For the
category field we used the respective page URL and the names of the links in the action field.
Here’s the data showing how many clicks were made on the links in total and the number of
unique times the clicks were made.

[Clicks on links on the first page of the service]
By having a very uniformed naming convention it also enabled us to shape the data in different
ways using custom reports. For example, we could create a report which showed the total
number of times the ‘Claim Notes’ page link was clicked on in the service, and then drill down
to show a breakdown of the pages in which it was clicked on.

[Custom report showing the total number of clicks made on the Claim Notes link]

[A breakdown of the pages from where the clicks were made]
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Dashboards
The service team also built a number of analytics dashboards to quickly check the health of
the service and see correlations between different reports. These were built as custom
dashboards within Google Analytics and separate to the performance platform dashboard.
They’re a quick way to automate important data and to share with team members and
stakeholders.
The dashboard below shows high-level metrics for the service including the most common
pages users drop out:

[Dashboard example]

Setting up alerts
It’s not always apparent when there have been statistically significant variations in the
analytics. These anomalies can be easily missed such as a spike in traffic from overseas
visitors.
To detect these variations the service team made use of the ‘Intelligence Events’ functionality
in Google Analytics. This allows the creation of custom alerts which are triggered when traffic
on a site reaches a specific threshold. We set up several alerts for the service which sent an
email to relevant people if the condition was met. The example below shows the custom
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configuration to send an email alert if traffic to the service has increased by more than 20%
compared to the same day in the previous week:

[Example of an email alert]

Annotations
To make it easier to tie our analytics with design changes the team put a process in place for
annotating our data. Any major releases or factors which could affect our usage figures were
entered into the built-in functionality in Google Analytics. When viewing historical data this
helped to understand the possible reasons behind fluctuations in the reports.

[Examples of annotations added]
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PadiTrack
Although Google Analytics has some good functionality to measure goal funnels it has 2 major
drawbacks. Data is only processed from the point goal funnels have been configured and it’s
not currently possible to apply segments to the data.
This means there are severe limitations when analysing data so we made use of a third party
tool called PadiTrack. PadiTrack can be integrated with Google Analytics and allows
retrospective funnel tracking and the ability to segment the data such as traffic only from
mobile devices.
The example below shows the funnel for the pages in the eligibility section segmented by
mobile users:

[PadiTrack funnel]
The service team used PadiTrack extensively to break down funnels by different segments.
This was done in partnership with the user researcher to better understand specific reasons
why users were dropping out.
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7. Summary
The Carer’s Allowance service passed the live service standard assessment in November
2014. It’s now being run completely without GDS assistance, and there is a DWP
performance analyst embedded in the team.
There are many ingredients required to make a good digital service. Digital analytics is one of
them. Being able to demonstrate that the service team makes good use of analytics is
essential for your service to pass the live service assessment. This document has shown how
analytics was successfully introduced into the Carer’s Allowance digital service.
To sum up, service teams should:













consider analytics requirements right at the start of the planning process and
incorporate them into the sprint planning
acquire a suitable analytics package and dedicate an analyst at the beginning of
developing the service. (Note that this case study does not imply recommendation of
any of the tools mentioned)
as far as possible, design the service in a manner that obtaining required data is
simplified (e.g. having unique URLs for each step)
only measure what is important in identifying whether the service is working
avoid reporting everything, concentrate on analysis that will reveal actionable insights
monitor trends rather than isolated instances
devote time and resource to implement extra tagging to enable more powerful insights
build a series of views of the data and use filters to measure different aspects of the
service
configure goals and funnels to monitor success criteria is being met
audit the data to ensure accurate measurement is being done
consider niche products that can enhance analysis (e.g. PadiTrack)
work in partnership with user researchers

If you are interested in using digital analytics to help improve user experience on your projects
and want to find out about future events then request to join the Digital Analytics for UK
Government Services community.

Ashraf Chohan
Performance Analyst, Government Digital Service (GDS)

@AshChohan
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